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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: AUGUST 13, 2018 
 

AAA Movers and Rose’s Daughters Partner to Produce the 
Ultimate Senior Move Experience 

Packing/Unpacking, Downsizing, Organizing, Sorting, 
Clearing, Shipping, Storage, Waste Removal & Moving 

 
 
Minneapolis, MN:  AAA Movers, a leader in the moving industry and Rose’s Daughters, a 
leader in the senior move management industry, announce their partnership. In joining forces, 
these leaders will maintain their consistency and commitment to produce the ultimate senior 
move for their customers and communities. Both companies are members of the National 
Association of Senior Move Managers (NASMM). 
 
AAA Movers is a full service storage and moving company in Minneapolis that’s been delivering 
excellent service to Minneapolis, St. Paul, and beyond for over 50 years. They’re an award-winning 
leader in residential and corporate moves, and they’re proudly committed to ensuring your move is 
the best you’ll ever make. They handle each of your possessions as if it were their own. 
 
Rose’s Daughters is a senior move management company in Minneapolis servicing the twin cities 
and surrounding area with a personal touch approach for over 16 years. They continue to help people 
and seniors who are adapting to a new living situation or just needing their services to improve their 
quality of living. 
 
Owner of AAA Movers, Joe Schwartz said, “… AAA Movers has been providing professional moving 
services in the Twin Cities since 1964, Our Team completes around 8,000 moves per year with our 
current demographic between 35-50 years of age. I knew for AAA to provide exemplary service to the 
Senior Community we would need to partner with Rose’s Daughters who has been the leading name 
in this industry for decades. When I first met Eddie and Tommy I knew right then this is who AAA 
would match very well with, their passion in this industry is paramount, I also love their hands-on 
approach with every move! This partnership will let AAA focus on what we’re great at…moving!” 
 
Owner of Rose’s Daughters, Eddie McGill said, “We have stayed true to our core beliefs with our 
customers. They appreciate our personal touch approach. I couldn’t be happier to partner with a 
leader like AAA Movers to continue servicing our communities. This partnership will maintain our 
consistent, superb level of service for our customers. This is exciting for the communities we serve.” 
 
As partners, AAA Movers and Rose’s Daughters will maintain this experience: 

- Professional move-related services with respect and understanding to their customers and 
their families 

- Handle every move as if it were their own 
- Use their superior industry knowledge and a real understanding of the issues to make their 

customers’ moves as stress free as possible 
- Offer strategic counsel, creative solutions and timely, responsive move services 


